The JHU Program in
Racism Immigration and Citizenship
Co-sponsored by the Department of Political Science

BORDERS, BOUNDARIES & BELONGING

Mergenthaler 426
4-6pm

03/01  "The Grammar of Racialization"
       DIDIER FASSIN
       Institute of Advanced Studies, Princeton University

03/15  "Civil War and the Amity of Kinship: Peacemaking in Jeju Island"
       HEONIK KWON
       Social Anthropology, Cambridge University

04/12  "Escaped Over the Wall: A Field Guide to Surveillance Studies"
       SIMONE BROWNE
       Sociology, University of Texas at Austin

04/25  "Stranger Friendships: Solidarity and Subterfuge in a Palestinian Camp"
       DIANA ALLAN
       Anthropology, McGill University

04/26  Screening "Terrace of the Sea"
       Q&A with film Director Diana Allan